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Abstract

Traditional Branching Strategies

Scheduling problems typically deal with sequencing and
resource allocation while the problem of activity selection is
assumed to be resolved before scheduling. To increase
flexibility of the scheduling systems in complex
environments, it is possible to include decisions about other
alternatives, for example about alternative process routes, in
the scheduling problem. This could be realized by assuming
optional activities in the problem. The paper studies search
strategies for solving scheduling problems with optional
activities – the search procedure assumes both sequencing
decisions and selection among optional activities.

The traditional scheduling problem “reduces” to deciding
the start time of each activity. Basically, there are two
search strategies: deciding the start times directly (SST –
Set a Start Time) or precedence constraint posting (PCP)
followed by the assignment of start time variables.
SST strategy is a strong commitment strategy – already
allocated activity cannot be shifted later in time to satisfy
some constraint, it is necessary to backtrack to the decision
point and to select the appropriate time there. This seems
too rigid for many scheduling problems.
PCP strategy decides first the order of all activities in
each resource and in the second stage, allocates the
activities to time. Frequently, the second stage – time
allocation – can be realized by backtrack-free search if the
polynomial constraint propagation guarantees global
consistency of temporal constraints (which is, for example,
the case of simple temporal networks). In the first stage,
we can take a pair of not-yet ordered activities A and B and
the search procedure branches over the options whether A
is before B or not. This branching scheme requires O(n2)
choices to be resolved during search because each pair
among the n activities should be ordered. In (Baptiste et
al., 1995) a different branching scheme for activity
ordering is studied. Rather than deciding about the order of
two not-yet ordered activities, we can decide about the first
activity in the resource – either some activity is allocated
first in the resource or not. This branching strategy uses
O(n) choice points during search.

Introduction
Traditional scheduling problems deal with allocating
known activities to scarce resources, such as machines,
over time. The set of activities to be scheduled is known in
advance. Optional activities modeling alternative process
routes were introduced to scheduling by Beck and Fox
(1999). The idea is that each activity is annotated by a
Boolean validity variable which indicates presence of the
activity in the schedule. These validity variables can
participate in explicit logical constraints describing
possible relationships between existences of activities as
for example described in ILOG Manufacturing Scheduling
Library (Nuijten et al. 2003). In (Barták and Čepek 2007)
we proposed implicit logical relations between the optional
activities targeted to modeling alternative processes. Now,
the scheduling problem with optional activities consists of
selection of a subset of activities and allocating them to
time in such a way that the logical, temporal, and resource
constraints are satisfied. Though there exist techniques to
include optional activities in resource constraints (Vilím et
al. 2005) we are not aware about search strategies that
involve decisions about optional activities.
In this paper we propose a branching method for
scheduling problems with optional activities. This method
integrates sequencing decisions as well as decisions about
alternative processes. We believe that this method will give
better-quality results in comparison with the traditional
approach where both decisions are resolved separately.

Branching with Optional Activities
When optional activities are assumed, the sequencing
decisions must be accompanied by the selection of
activities. This could be done separately which corresponds
to the traditional approach “plan first, schedule next” that
is currently used to solve such problems. Because
scheduling decisions strongly influence selection of
activities and vice versa (for example a fully occupied
resource may force alternative routing such as outsourcing
for another process), we propose an integrated branching
strategy for deciding the position of activity in the set of
activities. We try to allocate the selected activity in the first
position in the resource and if this is not possible we try the
second position etc. until its position is found.
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Let us first introduce some notions. We call the activity
invalid if its validity variable is set to false (invalid
activities are not present in the solution). Similarly, we call
activity valid if its validity variable is set to true (valid
activities are present in the solution). Non-invalid activities
are activities that are not invalid – they are either valid or
their validity status is not yet decided (they may become
either valid or invalid). We say that the activity is allocated
if its position in the resource is known. By knowing the
position of the activity we mean that all valid activities
allocated to the resource before the given activity are
known. Our branching scheme is based on selecting a noninvalid activity whose position is not known and finding
the position of the activity. Basically, we are allocating the
activities from left to right (from past to future). Among all
non-invalid, not yet allocated activities, we select the
activity with the earliest possible start time, ties broken by
preferring the activity with the smallest duration and the
smallest latest completion time. Let us call this activity A
and let XA be the set of all other non-invalid, not yet
allocated activities that share the same unary resource with
A. There are two levels of branching for activity A. First,
we branch between making the activity A valid and
making the activity A invalid (if the activity is already
valid the second branch is ignored). The second branching
level is only for valid activity A and it is the allocation of
the activity, that is, finding the position of the activity. For
each activity B in XA that is still non-invalid (it may
happen that some activities in XA become invalid due to
propagation of previous decisions), we first try to allocate
A before B, that is we introduce a precedence constraint
between A and B. The alternative choice is making the
activity B valid and allocating it before A (by posting a
precedence constraint). This way we find the position of A
in the resource because we know all valid activates that
appear before A (all other activities are either invalid or
positioned after A). Figure 1 gives an example of the
search tree for XA = {B, C, D}.

Conclusions
The paper describes a first step towards scheduling
strategies that integrate decisions about activity sequencing
with selection of activities to be scheduled. Such
integration produces better-quality plans than plans
obtained by solving both problems separately (because of
higher flexibility in the decisions) and we also believe that
it is computationally viable.
There are other possible branching strategies for the
sequencing of optional activities. The important issue is to
propose a strategy that explores all alternatives and does
not explore any alternative twice. This may seem easy, but
one must realize that if the activity is invalid then its
position in the resource is irrelevant. Hence if we try
several positions of the invalid activity in the schedule (this
may happen, if the position of the activity is decided and
then the activity becomes invalid) then we are wasting time
because they are all equivalent regarding the final
schedule. The proposed strategy guarantees that it explores
all possible sequences of valid activities (all possible
schedules of the resource) and no sequence is explored
twice. We are working on a formal proof of this claim that
is based on the following idea. For each valid activity, we
explore all its positions in the resource, that is, all possible
valid predecessors are tried. For any pair of activities A
and B such that A is being allocated first in this pair we
explore the following possible options: valid A is before
valid B, valid A is before invalid B, valid B is before valid
A, A is invalid and each of these options is tried once.
Later if B is being allocated then its position to A is
already determined or A is invalid so no ordering
constraints between A and B are explored.
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